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A hallmark of mammalian evolution is a progressive complexity in postcanine tooth morphology. However, the driving force for this complexity
remains unclear: whether to expand the versatility in diet source, or to bolster tooth structural integrity. In this study, we take a quantitative approach
to this question by examining the roles of number, position and height of
multiple cusps in determining sustainable bite forces. Our approach is to
use an extended finite-element methodology with due provision for stepby-step growth of an embedded crack to determine how fracture progresses
with increasing occlusal load. We argue that multi-cusp postcanine teeth are
well configured to withstand high bite forces provided that multiple cusps
are contacted simultaneously to share the load. However, contact on a
single near-wall cusp diminishes the strength. Location of the load points
and cusp height, rather than cusp number or radius, are principal governing
factors. Given these findings, we conclude that while complex tooth structures
can enhance durability, increases in cusp number are more likely to be driven
by the demands of food manipulation. Structural integrity of complex teeth is
maintained when individual cusps remain sufficiently distant from the side
walls and do not become excessively tall relative to tooth width.

1. Introduction
Once mammals came onto the scene in the Late Triassic approximately 200 Ma,
diversification of tooth morphology proceeded rapidly [1,2]. One of the hallmark
innovations of this diversification was an increasing complexity in the postcanine
teeth, most notably in the number and height of individual cusps. This evolving
complexity seemingly allowed mammals to invade a broader range of dietary
niches so as to increase their intake of nutrients, thereby satisfying a relatively
demanding mammalian metabolism. The rate and breadth of diversification
increased even further with the adaptive radiation of mammals following
the Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction event that caused the loss of non-avian
dinosaurs some 65 Ma. However, the underlying driving force behind the
enhancement of cuspal complexity remains a topic of debate. Did postcanine
teeth evolve to improve the efficiency of food processing by enhancing the ability
to manipulate challenging foods in the mouth [3,4], or to increase tooth structural
integrity in response to the pressures of high bite forces and prolonged chewing
cycles when encountering tougher and harder food items [5]?
Tooth structural integrity can be compromised through both wear and fracture. Tooth wear has been the subject of extensive studies over decades [6– 20].
Tooth fracture, on the other hand, has only recently gained significant interest
[21 –39]. In many omnivorous mammals, it is fracture that most often challenges
tooth integrity, especially in the postcanine teeth where the brunt of the bite
force is sustained during mastication. The basic form of fracture is a longitudinal crack that propagates stably with steadily increasing or repeating load from
the occlusal contact to the gum line (radial crack), or vice versa (margin crack)
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2.1. Cuspal configurations in mammalian teeth
Many mammals feature postcanine teeth with enamel-covered
cusps. Such cusps are useful in breaking down food while also
shielding the soft dentine–pulp interior from incursive fracture and cumulative wear [5]. One of the earliest changes in
mammalian postcanines included transformation from a tricuspid linear (triconodont) to a triangular (tribosphenic)
cusp configuration, illustrated by the examples in figure 1.
This innovation enabled increased functionality from simple
grasping and shearing to crushing and grinding [42]. The
transformation was so successful that all living marsupial
and placental mammals are believed to have descended
from early tribosphenic mammals [43]. Some mammal
groups subsequently added a fourth cusp to the upper
molars. This configuration can be found in a number of
living species including apes, monkeys, raccoons and hedgehogs [44,45]. Over the past 200 Myr, the addition of even
more cusps has led to increased morphological diversity as
dietary pressures intensified. Examples of various multi-cusp
configurations found among living mammals are shown in
figure 2. Variations in cuspal morphologies are many,
marked among other things by departures from axial
symmetry and uniformity in height.

2.2. Setting up the cusp model
The basis of the tooth modelling has been outlined in earlier
articles [35–37,39], and only essential elements are reproduced

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Tooth types of two early mammals. (a) Triconodont tooth from an early
mammal from India (Paikasigudodon yadagirii), shown in occlusal (top) and lingual
(side) view (adapted from Prasad & Manhas [41]). Note the higher central cusp
(protocone). (b) Tribosphenic tooth from a modern opossum (genus Didelphis),
shown in occlusal view (adapted from an image taken from Dr Udo Savalli,
Arizona State University). Blue dots highlight location of cusp apices. Both teeth
are left maxillary molars, anterior to the right. (Online version in colour.)
here. The tooth is considered to consist of an enamel shell with
nominal uniform thickness d on a cylindrical base with net
height H and base radius R bonded to a dentine interior,
depicted in the insets of figure 3. The enamel and dentine
are assigned mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, fracture toughness) in accordance with previous
determination [36]. A vertical load P (bite force) is applied
by a hard indenter to the apices of one or more cusp in
fixed–displacement mode, meaning that the contact between
indenter and specimen at any stage in the loading is held
fixed while fracture occurs. The figure illustrates propagating
longitudinal cracks (L) in the enamel shell (shaded). The configurations shown in figure 3 are: (a) a single cusp loaded with
a point contact either axially (A) or off-axis (O); (b) a quadrate
structure loaded on either a single cusp of radius r ¼ R/2 (L1),
a pair of opposing cusps (L13), or all 4 cusps (L1234); (c) same
quadrate structure as (b) but loaded centrally with a sphere to
wedge open a splitting crack (S).
Included in figure 3 is the crack propagation history of
each loading configuration determined by a full threedimensional extended finite-element (XFEM) algorithm, for
nominal tooth dimensions d ¼ 1.5 mm, H ¼ 7.5 mm and
R ¼ 5 mm, representative of human molars. The XFEM algorithm enables one to map out the ensuing step-by-step
progress of a small embedded longitudinal starter crack as
load P is increased, without the need for repeated remeshing. The starter crack is representative of pre-existing
defects in enamel, such as hypocalcified ‘tufts’—organically
filled closed cracks—originating at the enamel/dentine junction, thereby circumventing the need to impose a condition
for initiation [29,30]. The criterion for ensuing propagation
at increasing load is that the energy release rate for incremental growth should exceed the intrinsic resistance of enamel to
fracture, i.e. the ‘toughness’ [36]. The mesh size is refined
until the calculations converge [35 –37,39]. Crack depth is
measured vertically from the tallest cusp apex. Kinks in the
crack extension curves in figure 3 reflect the discrete nature
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[28,36]. Longitudinal cracks proliferate in the enamel over
time, and can be used as a diagnostic to evaluate bite force
and infer the nature of the food source (hard or soft) in mammals with low-crowned (bunodont) postcanines [31]. They are
not always readily visible, because they close during unloading and fill up with organic matter from the aqueous oral
environment [29,30]. While they may appear to be benign,
longitudinal cracks serve as precursors to whole tooth splitting
at bite overloads from wedge loading between cusps [40]. Secondary edge chipping can also occur within the enamel [32],
especially at cusps loaded too close to a side wall.
To date, the bulk of analytical modelling of tooth fracture
has focused on the loading of an idealized unicuspid tooth
consisting of a dome shell on a cylindrical base. That
modelling, validated by laboratory fracture tests on extracted
human molars, has enabled the derivation of analytical
relations for predicting the critical loads governing longitudinal fracture in terms of characteristic tooth dimensions [36].
Generally, these critical loads increase with tooth base
radius and height and enamel thickness [36,37]. More
recent expansion of modelling to molar teeth with a symmetrical four-cusp structure [35,39], although preliminary in
its findings, paints the way to a more comprehensive understanding of cuspal complexity. In this study, we address how
systematic addition of cusps to an occlusal tooth surface and
variation in the height of any individual cusp may influence
the structural integrity of postcanine teeth. We hypothesize
that the evolution of multiple cusps and subsequent cusp
repositioning reflect an essential compromise between the
need for the structure to broaden and optimize food
processing while maintaining tooth integrity.
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Figure 2. Variation in cusp number among mammalian bunodont teeth: (a) 2-cusped slow loris (Nycticebus coucang) premolar, (b) 3-cusped sea otter (Enhydra lutris)
molar, (c) 4-cusped human (Homo sapiens) molar, (d) 5-cusped gibbon (Hylobates lar) molar, (e) 6-cusped human molar. Blue dots highlight location of cusp apices.
(Online version in colour.)
of the XFEM mesh. In earlier studies, direct monitoring of
crack propagation in vertically loaded extracted human
molars has afforded experimental validation of the XFEM
predictions [36]. The main features of the crack depth
versus applied load histories are as follows:
(a) Single cusp dome model, top-surface loading. Longitudinal
cracks grow stably with load until they reach the tooth
margin at depth 7.5 mm, which defines the ‘critical load’.
For concentrated loading along the axis (curve LA), the
critical load P is approximately 1 kN, which is at the
high end of bite force in human mastication [31]. But for
off-axis contact at a distance R/2 from the axis (LO
curve) the critical load is diminished to about one half.
Note that the curves become steeper as force increases—
the LO curve in particular becomes near-vertical at a
critical load, indicating a final unstable propagation to
failure. The structure becomes more vulnerable as the
load is moved closer to the side wall. Decreasing tooth
dimensions d, H and R all exacerbate this vulnerability
[36,37], but load offset remains a dominant factor.
(b) Quad-cusp molar model, apical loading. The presence of cusps
does not change the nature of longitudinal crack stability,
but the response is now dependent on which cusps bear

the load [39]. For loading on a single near-cusp apex
(curve L1), the critical load is comparable to the off-axis
LO configuration in (a), suggesting that it is the distance
of the load point from the tooth axis rather than cusp
radius that is the dominant factor in the ultimate failure
condition. At first sight, the development of cusps might
be construed as diminishing load-bearing capacity. On
the other hand, loading on two opposite cusps (L13), or
better still on all four cusps (L1234), substantially increases
the critical load to well above common bite force levels. So
again, the implication is that the location of the load points
is a dominant factor in tooth vulnerability.
(c) Splitting fracture, axial loading with a spherical contact. The
presence of multiple cusps enhances the prospect of tooth
splitting. For loading between cusps with a hard round
object, a longitudinal crack can be wedged open and penetrate into the dentine sublayer to cause a split [35]. Such a
fracture is clearly catastrophic, but the loads to propagate
either the precursor longitudinal crack (L) or subsequent
splitting crack (S) are typically well beyond normal bite
forces, even for smaller indenting objects where wedging
forces are greater. On the other hand, the presence of
defects or disease in the tooth could cause premature full
failures in deleterious instances [40].
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Figure 3. Crack depth measured from top of tooth to maximum penetration,
for nominal tooth of base radius R ¼ 5 mm, height H ¼ 7.5 mm and enamel
thickness d ¼ 1.5 mm. L denotes longitudinal crack in enamel, S denotes splitting crack. (a) Single cusp dome, loaded axially (A) and off-axis (O). (b) 4-cusp
molar loaded on 1, 2 and 4 cusps. (c) Same 4-cusp molar loaded centrally
along tooth axis with sphere of radius r ¼ 1.5 mm, contacts at inner cusp
surfaces. Longitudinal crack depth measured along enamel side wall, splitting
crack on fissure symmetry plane. (Online version in colour.)

2.3. Multiple cusps of uniform height
The data in figure 3 show how the fracture mechanics
changes in going from a single to a quadrate cusp configuration. Location of the load points is a critical factor in
determining structural integrity. But the question of the role
of number of cusps n remains unresolved. To address this
question, we consider the mechanics of crack propagation
for n ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in the model of figure 4, for fixed tooth
height H and base radius R and cusp radius r ¼ R/2. In
these configurations, the overlap between neighbouring
cusps increases as more cusps are ‘squeezed’ onto the tooth
upper surface. However, while the distance between cusp
apices diminishes at higher n, the distance from the side
walls remains constant. Limiting the analysis to five cusp
configurations in figure 3 is sufficient to illustrate data
trends without undue computation. Inclusion of the simplistic dome configuration at n ¼ 1 from previous studies [36,37]
provides a useful comparative base.
The propagation history for each loading configuration in
the multi-cusp model is plotted in figure 5, for loading on a
single cusp (figure 5a) and simultaneously on all cusps

5

Figure 4. Schematic of tooth of base radius R and height H (not shown in this
top view) with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 cusps. Individual cusps are modelled as truncated hemispheres of radius R/2, with overlapping multi-cusp neighbours
sharing fissure planes (fossae). Black dots indicate apical contact loading points.
(figure 5b). In this plot, the bite force P is the total force delivered to the tooth, so that in figure 5b the load is distributed,
i.e. P/n on individual cusps. The distance of apical contact
points from the tooth axis is maintained constant at R/2 for
all n, with the curves for n ¼ 1 reproduced from the LO data
in figure 3a and for n ¼ 4 from the L1 and L1234 data in
figure 3b. Clearly, the effect of increasing n beyond 2 makes
little difference to the critical load P approximately 1 kN to
drive longitudinal cracks to completion when the load is
applied to an individual cusp (or off-axis point at n ¼ 1).
Small variations are apparent as a result of changes to geometrical detail as the cusp number is increased, but again it
is location of the load point that is determinant. However, if
the load is distributed evenly over all cusps, the curves shift
perceptibly and systematically with increasing n, suggesting
that multi-cusp teeth may be less vulnerable to fracture,
provided good occlusion is maintained during mastication.

2.4. Multiple cusps of non-uniform height
To investigate the potential effect of different cusp height,
consider a quadrate molar as in figure 3 but now with one
cusp higher than the other three. Figure 6 plots longitudinal
crack extension data for apical loading on cusp 1 of height
H ¼ 8.4 mm (L1), relative to loading on a lower cusp 3 of
height H ¼ 7.5 mm (L3). In both cases, the crack depth is
measured from the crest of the tallest cusp.
It is apparent that a higher critical load needs to be applied
to the tallest cusp in order to complete fracture around a side
wall. This result is consistent with an earlier finding for axial
loading on single cusp teeth, namely that the critical load
scales approximately with tooth elevation, reflecting the fact
that longitudinal cracks have to be driven over a greater
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Figure 5. Crack depth measured from top of tooth to maximum penetration,
for nominal tooth of base radius R ¼ 5 mm, height H ¼ 7.5 mm and enamel
thickness d ¼ 1.5 mm, for number of cusps n ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. L denotes
longitudinal crack in enamel. Vertical apex loading on (a) one cusp, (b) all
cusps. Note insensitivity of crack size to n in (a), but not in (b).
distance [37]. Thus cusp height, as well as load location, plays
a role in determining critical conditions for fracture. The conclusion is that when a given cusp is loaded individually,
longitudinal crack propagation is insensitive to the presence
of other cusps on the adjacent tooth surface.

3. Dietary pressures in mammalian teeth
3.1. Multi-cusp complexity allows for enhanced food
manipulation
From the dental biomechanics considerations in the previous
section, it can be concluded that increased cusp complexity
did not evolve solely to enhance tooth integrity. It is true that
simultaneous contacts on several cusps spread the load, but
contact on any one cusp in isolation provides much lower
protection from longitudinal cracking. For this reason, the preservation of proper occlusal contact between opposing teeth in
multi-cusp teeth is important in the mastication process, so
that the bite force may be spread over the tooth crown surface.
Small hard foods have localized contact points on teeth, so their
consumption may leave the teeth especially vulnerable. However, provided longitudinal cracks remain fully contained
within the enamel coat, structural integrity may not be seriously
impaired. After all, typical postcanine teeth in mammals contain a myriad of such cracks, and cracked teeth can last a
lifetime [31]. Teeth are ‘built to last’ [11]. Nevertheless, such
cracks remain precursors to enamel spallation [24] and wholesale splitting [35] in high force mastication, so it is desirable
that their incidence be kept to a minimum. Again, proper
occlusal function is vital to avoidance of premature fractures.
So why did mammals need more complex teeth in the
first place? How was the selection pressure so strong that it
caused such an amazing diversity in tooth morphology?

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
bite force, P (kN)

Figure 6. Crack depth measured from top of tallest cusp to maximum penetration, for nominal tooth of base radius R ¼ 5 mm and enamel thickness
d ¼ 1.5 mm. Data for tooth with symmetrical quadrate cusps, three at
height H ¼ 7.5 mm (as in figure 3), but one higher cusp (cusp 1) at
H ¼ 8.5 mm. L denotes longitudinal crack in enamel side wall. Higher
load is required to drive crack in taller cusp. (Online version in colour.)
A key feature of mammals is their endothermy, i.e. they regulate their body temperature by generating heat from within
[46,47]. A major cost of endothermy is the energy required
for heat production and dissipation, meaning that mammals
have a higher basal metabolic rate than ectothermic (coldblooded) animals such as fish, amphibians and most reptiles.
A multi-cusp dentition for more efficient breakdown of a
broad range of foods is just one of the features that mammals
have evolved in order to acquire extra energy; enhanced particle size reduction by the teeth can improve digestion by
making more surface area available for contact with digestive
enzymes [5]. In some mammals, one cusp may become dominant (e.g. protocone, figure 1a), in some instances articulating
with the basin of the opposing tooth to create a mortarand-pestle configuration for enhanced crushing of select
food items [48]. As we have seen in §2.4, a taller cusp actually
has higher resistance to development of longitudinal cracks,
so such a geometrical feature poses little threat to structural
integrity, provided the ratio of height to base radius remains
sufficiently low as to minimize vulnerability to snap-off
transverse fractures [38,49].
It is thereby arguable that the driving force behind cuspal
complexity was an improvement in the capacity to manipulate
and process a wider range of food items [3,4]. Multiple cusps
of variable height confer benefit by allowing for more flexibility in food handling. But the cusps need to be located
sufficiently far away from tooth side walls to obviate the risk
of fracture and chipping, and not become too tall that any
single cusp runs the risk of transverse fracture.

3.2. Do teeth of hard object feeders evolve fewer cusps?
Some mammals consume hard foods as part of their normal
diet, a practice known as durophagy [50,51]. The inflexible
nature of such objects means that contacts between such
objects and teeth will tend to be localized. On a multicusped
tooth, contact can be with just a single cusp. From the standpoint of tooth integrity, one might therefore anticipate that
hard-food eaters would feature a reduction in cusp number.
However, this is not widely observed in mammals, possibly
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due to developmental constraints [52,53]. Instead, the teeth of
durophagous mammals adapt to their increased mechanical
loads by becoming larger and more bunodont, and often
with thicker enamel [25,33,54 –59].
An analogous pattern holds for durophagous non-mammals. While many feature a single bunodont cusp,
enhancing fracture resistance by ensuring food-on-tooth contacts closer to the tooth axis (figure 3a), these animals all
likely evolved from unicuspid ancestors and so do not furnish evidence for cusp reduction. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to note that distantly related species such as the
caiman lizard, wolf eel and sheepshead fish have all converged on a similar blunt tooth morphology due to their
diets of hard-shelled invertebrate prey including snails,
crabs, urchins and bivalves (figure 7) [60 –65]. Therefore,
both mammals and non-mammals feature similar patterns
of dental evolution in response to demanding diets, even
though the evolutionary paths differ.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)

crack mode serves as a precursor to other kinds of
fracture, namely splitting and chipping.
Critical loads to fracture depend on location rather
than number of cusps. Cusps closer to the side wall
are more vulnerable.
Simultaneous apical contacts on multiple cusps
spread the occlusal load, but contact on a single
cusp concentrates it and diminishes strength.
Taller cusps are more resistant to longitudinal
fracture.
A multi-cusp configuration presumably allows for
enhanced food manipulation, provided good occlusion is maintained during mastication.
Evolution of tooth complexity represents a balance
between structural integrity and food manipulation.
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